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SUMM ARY"

The current available infulvaLlo.n concerning liquid-injection thrub- -

vector control from the standpoint of both system performance 
and analysis ist

summarized in this rcxcrt. A detailed description c2 the complex flow field

created by the injection of a ±iquid into a supersonic nozzle 
is given on the

basis of both experimental information, including pressure measurements and

visual evidence, and the theory of compressible fluid flow. Also included

is a brief discussion of the important individual processes, such as pene-

tration, atomization, vaporization, and chemical reaction, vhich are integral

parts of the overall flow interaction. Overall system performance and the

effects of the many injection paramettrs are then considered and illustrated

with experimental data from a number of sources. The final portion of the

report deals with analytical methods for predicting the performance of liquid-

injection TVC systemb. In particular, a theoretical model based on a detailed

flow field solution aeh 'has een underdevelopment-it Aerojet, is described

in detail( /Because of a lack of funding, this model vas not fully aompleted.

Thus, the section contains the specific tasks that will be undertaken to

complete the mel when funding again becomes available.
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I. INTRODUCTION -"j

The objectives of this report are:

a. to promote a better understanding of the complex flow interaction

asseziated with liquid-injection thrust-vector control (LITVC);

b. to provide information that can be utilized for preliminary LITVC

system design;

c. to indicate the present status of analytical efforts that have been

directed towards the development of a theoretical model for performance prediction.

Experimental data from all known sources to date have been compiled with the first

two objectives in mind. These data, especially those of a more fundamental nature

such as measured pressure distributions and schlieren photographs, have been used to

supplement compressible flow theory in the discussions of the various facets of the

liquid-injection flow field. Actual performance data have been carefully selected to

illustrate the effect of each injection or motor parameter on system performance. This

information, as presented in Section III, should enable the design engineer to deter-

mine approximately the performance to be expected from afly given system and should

also provide a means for selecting the proper parameter values for specific applica.-

tions.

The sections of the report devoted to the analytical aspects of LITVC have

been included to describe the approach taken here at Aerojet to develop a suitablecomprehensive model, the progress that has been made to date on that model, and the

steps required for its final completion. It is anticipated that soon after the con-

clusion of a present independent research and development experimental program,

which will supply much needed flow field data, another report will follow; this

report will describe the finished model.

Page 1
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I, Introduction (cont.)

The feasibility of thrust-vector control by fluid injection was first demon-

strated in 1952 by G. F. Hausmann at United Aircraft.1  By injecting a secondary gas

cross-stream into the divergent section of a supersonic nozzle, Hausmann showed that

a lateral force exceeding the magnitude of the secondary stream momentum was produced.

The additional force was a direct result of the interaction of the two streaans within

the nozzle, which caused the formation of a local high-pressure region along the

nozzle wal, in the vicinity of the injector. In subsequent tests by a number of

,.vestigators2,3, and it was found that this interaction force was strongly depend-

ent on such injection parameters as the location and configuration of the injector,

the iniectant flow rate, and the properties of the injectant itself. These initial

experiments were all performed with gaseous injectants, but because of material prob-

:lems with hot gases.and bulky system requirements for cold gases, the use of a liquid

injectant wasproposed, which tas proved feasible by NOTS in 1959 5

The first class of liquid injectants to be considered were those which readily

vaporized when encountering the high temperatures within the nozzle. Of all the

liquidsof this type tested, the Freon group emerged as the most successful. However,

it was soon discovered that injectants which chemically react with the main stream

gases to liberate heat would produce greater side forces per pound of injectant. This

led to the investigation of such liquids as nitrogen tetroxide, UDMH, hydrazine, .

bromine, and perchloroethylene, which, in addition to giving relatively high perform-

ance, also created toxicity and corrosion problems. To combat these latter effects,

4 sodium perchlorate and strc:cium perchlorate solutions in water were tested at

Aerojet6'7 and were found to have completely acceptable storage and handling charac-

teristics, while still producing higher performance than the Freons.

Initially, the injectors consisted only of a single port in the nozzle wall,

but further efforts to increase performance, resulted in multiport configurations in

which the ports were spread circumferentially. This spreading of the disturbance

along the nozzle wall proved to be successful as long as the distance between adjacent ,

ports was not excessive.

Page 2
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1, Intrcduction (cont.) -"

The liquid-injection TVC concept emerged from the feasibility stage when it

was adopted for use on three major solid-rocket motors. Both the Polaris A3 and

Minuteman Wing VI second stages have flown successfully with an injection system

using Freon 114B2 and a three-port injector. For the Titan III 120-in.-dia solid

rocket booster, an N2 04 system consisting of six ports evenly spread over each 9
00

quadrant was selected. Excellent test results have been reported for this configura-
tion.

The liquid-injection system has a number of advantages over other methods of

thrust-vector control. Since there are no mechanical parts exposed to the propellant

gases, the material problems usually associated with today's high temperature, particle-

laden propellants are minimized. Also, the injection of a secondaij fluid causes an

increase in the axial thrust instead of a thrust loss as experienced with jetavators,

jet tabs, and swiveled nozzles. Another very useful characteristic of this type of
system is a very fast response, or an extremely short time lag between the command

signal and application of tLe full control force. Since there is no break in the flow

passage from the chamber thrcgh the nozzle, as with gimbaled or swiveled nozz'es,

nozzle design is simplified. L 'ie additional advantages include applicability to all

nozzle sizes and a decreasing sy, tem weight throughout the flight as the injectarr is

expended.

Of course, this system also has certain disadvantages. r im a performanlce

/standpoint, the most serious drawback is the relatively poor performance at high

jet-deflection angles. Deflections over 60 are usually difficult to obtain, which

limits booster applications. The entire injection system car. become quite complicated

when such areas as pressurization, tankage, and valving are ca:efully considered.
At

Finally, tne possibility always exists of the injectant supply being exhausted before

the end of the flight, leaving the vehicle without means of control.

The suitability of this system for a particular application must therefore be

det'rmined through trade-off studies considering system performance, weight, and

Page 3
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I, Introduction (cont.)

Sreliability. in such a study conducted by Space General for a typical vehicle, liquid
injection was not recommended for the first-stage motor, but was found to be very

LL competitive with other methods of thrust-vector control for the upper stages.51

Page "
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II. DLCUSSION OF FLOW FIELD

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

When a liquid is injected cross-stream into a nozzle, it will penetrate

as & solid jet a short distance into the supersonic gas stream before shattering into

droplets. The drag forces acting upon these droplets carry them downstream, while-

the high temperatures of the gases ca'nse the injectant to vaporize. The iapor thus
generated forms a bcdy a!long the nozzle wall, which acts as an obstruction to the
primary flow. The resulting flow field, shown schematically in Figure I for a single

port, is very similar to the interference pattern produced by a solid blunt body.

The primary feature of this flow field is a three-dimensional bov shock

which stands slightly upstream of the injection port and spreads both radially and

circumfereatially as it extends downstream. At the intersection of t: e shock with the

nozzle wall, the disturbance can spread upstream through the subsonic portions of the

boundary layer. If the shock is sufficiently strong, the abrupt streamwise pressure

gradient can cause the boundary layer to separate from the nozzle wall.

In the vicinity of the injector, where the shock is strongest, the boundary

layer separates upstream of the bow shock and reattaches "to the vapor body, thus modi-

fying the effective shape of the obstacle. The presence of this separation region at

the nose of the vapor body caases the shoci pattern near the injector to differ some-

what from the pattern without a boundary lI.yer. The bow shock is'closer to the body,

and the ccmpression waves generated near tne separation point merge into an oblique

shock, which then intersects the bow shock to form the bifurcated pattern shown in

Figure 2a. The size of this separation region depends on both the height and width

of the body. At low injectant flow rates with little penetration, the separated region

merges rather smoothly into the vapor body, causing the separation shock to be the main

shock as shown in Figure 3a. At the other extreme, such as a single liquid jet pene-

trating far into the nozzle as in Figure 3b, the separation region will be relatively

small, with the bow shock the dominating feature of the flow field. In addition, the

size of the separation zone for a given body increases for g'eater boundary layer

thicknesses.

Page 5
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TI, A, General Description (cont.) ,

Downstre-am of, the injector, the separated boundary layer reattachs to >

the nozzle wall, as shown in Figure 2b, in a manner similar to the shock-boundary

layer ,interaction produced by the reflection of' an oblique shock. The size of' this

I~ separation region depends on the shock strength, both decreasing as the shock moves

closer, to the exit plane.

Photographic evidence of some of these flow patterns is presented in

Figures 4 tirough 7. The shadowgraphs shown in Figure 4 were taken at the JPL 20-in.

Supersonic Wind Tunnel during the injection of liquid nitrogen through a single port

in a flat olate. For free stream Mach numbers of 2.01, 2.61, and 3.26, both vapor

body and bow shock are plainly visible. The relatively small separation region can be

attributed to the thin boundary layer and, most probably, to a body width much smaller

than the body height. This last statement can only be postulated, of course, since

there is no direct evidence of the vapor body dimension in the plane of the plate.

However, it does appear reasonable because of the relatively small diameter of the

single port, the high injection pressure, and small.injectant flow rate.

- Figure 5 is a schlieren photograph taken at the same JPL wind tunnel for

A = 2.01, but with Freon 12 as the injectant and a 3-port injector
-9  In this case,

the separation region and shock are more prominent than in the liquid nitrogen case

due to the greater lateral spreading of the vapor, eelatively small penetration, and

a thicker boundary layer.

jThe effect of an accelerating free stream was included in the tests per-

-f9rmed at Stanford with injection through a single port into a two-dimensional

10
nozzle l  The overall flow pattern, Figure 6, for liquid nitrogen is quite similar

" to the flat plate case. In addit*.n to the schlieren photographs, an indication of the

shock and body dimensions in the plane of the nozzle wall was also found in these

experiments by using a china-clay technique to show the flow pattern along the wall.

These dimensions proved to be miich less than the corresponding ones in the plane of

the schlieren photographs, thus supporting the presence of the relatively small 
separa-

tion region.

P
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II, A, General Description (cont.)

For an axisymmetric nozzle, flow visualization techniques must be replaced

by thorough wall-pressure measurements, to determine details of the flow field. How-

ever, the Minuteman project at Aerojet, during an actual firing, meu- ed a camera Just

outside and above the exit plane of a nozzle, looking down the inside of the nozzle

towards the thro..t. Figure 7 is one of the photographs taken during the injection of'

Freon ll4B through a single Dort, and shows the vapor body and the shock along the

nozzle wall.

A typical pressure distribution for Freon 114B injection through a 3-port
2

injector in the Minuteman Wing V! nozLle is shown in Figure 8. This nozzle is con

toured with an overall 24.8:1 expansion ratio, and the injector is located at an

expansion ratio of 8.25:1. This pressure distribution is typical of most liquid-

injection cases with the small high-pressure region near the injector, the overall

decrease in pressure in the axial direction approaching the undisturbed value, and the

pressure increase from the injector centerline to the shock in the circumferential

direction downstream of the injector. The major portion of the total side force,

about 70%, is contributed by the downstream region, while the high pressure separation

region accounts for 20% and the injectant momentum the final 10%.

40
Similar pressure distributions wrere obtained at JPL for Freon 12 injected

through a single port into a conical nozzle. With the single port, the side-force
contribution from the separation region was only approximately 10%.

B. EFFECT OF VAPOR BODY SIZE ANlD SHAPE

P The formation of the vapor body is an extremely complex phenomenon in

which the interrelated processes of atomization, vaporization, mixing, and, in some

cases, reaction occur simultaneously. The size and shape of the vapor body is deter-

mined primarily by the initial penetration of the liquid stream, the rate of fapor

generation, and the injector configuration. To produce the maximum side force, the

body height should be large initially to produce a strong shock and large separation

a Page 7
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I, B, Effect of Vapor Body Size and Shape (cont.)

region, and continue to increase downstream to prevent the pressure levels in this

relatively large area from falling too low. A stronger shock is also produced by a

greater body width as the three-dimensional flow over and around the body approaches

the limiting two-dimensional case where all the flow must go over the body.

The initial height depends upon the combination of penetration and rate

of vapor generation. For low penetration, the boundary of the vapor body is determined

primarily by the volume of vapor generated, which is then free to spread in the cross-

sectional olaae both away from the wall and along it. When the penetration is high,

however, the boly height is mainly a function of the trajectory of the liquid jet and

droplets, with a corresponding elongation of the vapor cross-section. For a single

port, this might allow more of the primary flow to spill around the vf2or body rather

than being forced over it, which would then result in lower pressures along the nozzle
wall away from the body. For a multiport injector, this decrease in body width per

port might permit some of the primary flow to bleed between adjacent ports, also

causing lower pressures. This initial loss could be compensated for, however, if the

greater mixing provided by this multiport configuration resulted in a larger vapor

body downstream due to improved vaporization and/or more complete chemical reaction.

Thus, there definitely appears to be an optimum penetration, depending upon the

injectant and inlector configuration.

After this initial deflection and compression of the primary flow caused by

the "nose" of the vapor body, the flow expands again as it follows the body contour

and approaches its original direction. Thus the downstream pressure distribution is

-governed by the slope of the vapor body boundary, which depends on the amount of

vapor generated, the mixing of the vapor and free stream, and the degree of chemical

rea-tion. The total side force is, therefore, largely determined by the vaporization

process.

For a relatively inert inJectant, such as Freon, the maximum side force may

be produced by a controlled, rather than instantaneous vaporization, which would resultf in an increasing vapor body size approaching the nozzle exit. If vaporization occurs

Page 8
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Ii. B, Effect of Vapor Body Size and Shape (cont.)

t quickly, the downstream pressure will fall rapidly and may drop below the undisturbed

.,tiue as with gas injection. On the other hand, the maximum body size will P-.t be

produed if the vaporization is not completed before reachin the nozzle exit.

For a reactive injectant, however, vaporization and mixing must first take
place before the chemical reaction can be initiated. Thus it would be advantageous in

this case to vaporize the injectant quickly to give the vapor a chance to mix and react.

C. DETAILS OF INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES

1. Penetration

There are essentially three factors affecting the penetration of a

liquid jet into a cross-current high velocity gas stream:

a. the momentum of the jet relative to the free-stream;

b. the break-up of the jet into droplets;

c. the shape and solidity of the jet.

Fcr a supersonic free-stream, additional factors may enter due to
the shock-wave formation upstream of the injector. Also, vaporization of the liquid

and possible reaction in bcth liquid and vapor phares could produce significant effects.

The important penetration parameters can be found by considering

' their effect on the above factor. These parameters can be grouped generally as free-

stream properties, injectant properties, and injector design.

The primary local free-stream parameters are static and dynamic

pressures, which, for a given gas, are functions of total pressure and Mach number.

1he combination of low total pressure and high Mach number will produce low values for

i oth local pressl.es, thus promoting penetration. The secondary effects of shocks and

vap~aizatio, depend on the free-stream total temperature and Mach number, while the gas

Page 9
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II, C, Details of Individual Processes (cont.)

composition affects any chemical reaction. A slight reduction in penetration would

most probably result from these secondary effects.

Finally, the injector design can be quite significant since the velocity,

and thus momentum, of the liquid jet is determined by the pressure drop across the

injectorand the port-discharge coefficient. The renetration is also a direct function

of the port size, and the exact form of this relation will determine whether a scaling

effect exists for any particular case. Since a solid stream will penetrate farther

than a spray, the jet solidity, which depends upon the contour of the port internal

flow passage, is also an important factor.

As mentioned previously, there does appear to be an optimum amount of

penetration that will produce the greatest side force for any particular case. In

general, the optimum value should be greater for reactive injectants and multi-port

injectors. If a scaling effect does exist, it will probably be more difficult to

attain this best penetration in the larger nozzles.

2. Atomization

After the initial penetration of the liquid jet, the stream is broken

up into droplets by the interaction of aerodynamic, viscous, and surface tension

forces. Experimental investigations of this atomization process1 1 '12 '13 '1 4 have shcwn

that the size of these droplets depends on both free stream and injectant properties,

as well as the shape of the jet. To promote the formation of smaller droplets, the

free-stream density, and the velocity should be high and the injectant viscosity and

surface tension low. In addition, the size of the jet, which is related to the port

diameter and injector configuration, should be small.

Small droplets are desirable since they result in greater amounts of

vapor being generated within the nozzle. This can be attributed mainly to the addi-

tional total surface area furnished by a large number of small droplets as opposed to

Page 10



11, C, Detals of individual Processes (cont.)

a smaller number of larger droplets comprisinj the same total mass. This larger area

allows better heat transfer to the liquid, nd thus faster vaporization.,

3. Vaporization

Two different types of vaporization can occur within the nozzle:

flash vaporization and vaporization due to heat transfer. Flash vaporization takes

place when the liquid injectant is suddenly brought into an environment in which the

pressure is below the vapor pressure of the liquid at its initial temperature. The

temperature thus must drop for the injectant to reach an equilibrium state at the
given pressure (see Figure 9), with the heat loss by the liquid utilized for vapor

generation. The amount of vapor produced in this manner will be promoted by a high

initial injectant temperature, a low final pressure, and a relatively flat vapor

pressure curve. In most instances, the final product will be a liquid-vapor mixture,

with the end state on the vapor pressure curve. However, in extreme cases, the liquid

might be completely vaporized, so that the final state will be in the vapor region,

and thus at a lower temperature than the liquid-vapor mixture at the same pressure.

The most prevalent form of vaporization is a direct result of the

heat transfer between the injectant and the hot gases within the nozzle. It depends

not only on the injectant and free-stream properties but also the physical mechanisms

of mixing and atomization. In general, this vaporization will be promoted by:

a. High free-stream temperatures;

b. High free-stream and vapor thermal conductivity;IF c. Low free-stream and vapor specific heat;

d. Low injectant temperature;

e. Low injectant heat of vaporization;

f. Low injectant density;

g. High relative velocity between the free stream and liquid droplets;

h. Good atomization (small droplets);

i. Good mixing between the free stream and vapor.

Page 11
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ii, C, Details of-Individual Processes (cont.)

For injection into sea-level nozzles, this latter form of vaporiza-

r' tion will be predominant, but flash vaporization could become significant in high- -

expansion-ratio nozzles, and will be the primary form in cold-flow experiments. V

4. Reaction and Mixing

If an exothermic chemical reaction occurs between the species of

the free stream and the injectant (liquid or vapor), the heat generated increases I
the amount of jet deflection by:

a. causing the vapor body to expand, thus forming a larger

obstruction;

b. transmitting heat into the primary flow, which has been

shown1 5 to be analogous to mass addition with resulting
higher pressures.

The molecular weight of the reaction products as compared to that of the reactants is

also important in determining the final body size. The choice of an optimum reactive

injectant will thus depend on the composition of the primary flow, the heat of reaction,
and the reaction products. To encourage this reaction,-the mixing of the injectant with-

the free stream should be promoted, and since most reactions occur with the injectax;t

vapor phase, vaporization should be accelerated.

As more of the free-stream gases mix with the injectant vapor, two

opposing effects occur. The vapor-body size is increased due to higher temperatures,

greater vaporization, and greater reaction, but less of the free stream is being

deflected. However, in a study conducted at Aerojet using a computer program for tur-

bulent mixing vith chemical reactions,16 the overall effect of greater mixing was the

production of a larger effective vapor body, and thus greater jet deflection or side

force. This was especia1al: true in.the case of cheical reaction.

* Page 12
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11. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS -

A. TPICAL SYSTEM PERFORNWCE - -

The final criterion to be ,,sed in evaluating any given liquid-in-jection
thrust-vector-control system is, of course, the performance of that system, i.e. the

amount of side force produced by a given injectant flow rate, or conversely, the

injectant flow rate required for a given amount of side force. To present system -

performance, either of the curves shown in Figure 10 are most frequently used.

The first, sometimes referred to as the "gain curve", shows side force

as a function of inJectant flow rate, with the motor thrust and mass flow used to

nondimensionalize the variables. It is convenient to present the performance in terms

of these ratios since the side force ratio (F /FA) is the arctangent of the resultant

deflection angle, and the mass flow ratio (th is a scaling parameter that

enables the performance of different size motors to be compared.

The second curve shows the injectant specific impulse, (I )s, or ;he side

force per unit injectant flow rate, as a function of the side-force ratio. Sineze the

system requirements are usually stated in terms of jet defleetion, this latter curve

allows the efficiency of the LZ1.±C system to be evaluated- for given requirements.

Either of these two curves can readily be transformed to the other, since,
for a constant motor specific impulse, straight lines emaating from the origin
represent lines of constant (Is )s in the gain curve, and constant Ws/ A in the Is

curve.

The shape of the curves in Figure 10 are typical for a constant injection

pressure system. As the iujectant flow rate increases, the slope of the gain curve

tends to level off, and in some cases, will actually become negative due to the

reflection of tne shock off the opposite nozzle wall. Thus, for a given set of

inJection cond3t3,ons, there is a maximum side force, which usually occurs at avery

high injectant flow rate.

Page 13
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" III, A, Typical 8ystem Performance (cont.)

The-loss in system efficiency at the higher mass flow and side force
ratios is indicated by the I curve of Figure 10. The higher the jet-deflection

S
requirement, the lower the injectant specific impulse. Thus, at the miaximum side-

force cQndition for the system, the (Is )s is usually so low, that it would not be

- desirable to operate the system at this point.

B. SIGNIFICANT PARMETERS

* Since the riechanism producing the side force is so complex, it is not

j - surprising to find that system performance is sensitive to a largr number of para-

meters. These parameters can be grouped in the following manner:

1. injection parameters

a. injectant properties

b. port diameter and injection pressure

c. injector location

d. injector configuration

e. angle of injection

2. Motor parameters

a. chamber conditions

b. propellant properties

{ . c. nozzle size and shape

-IIn general, the effect of each parameter can be deduced from experimental

data, and by considering the flow field and individual processes discussed in the

previous section, these cffects can usually be logically explained. However, with so

- many parameters, it is sometimes Very difficult to isolate a single parameter and its

effects, since a'-change in one parameter may necessarily cause a corresponding change
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in some other parameter. An example of this is the relationship between injecta t flow

' rate, port area, and injection pressure. It is not possible to change only one of these

parameters for a given injectmit.

1. Injectant Properties

Liquid injectants can in general be grouped into three classes:i

a. inert liquids,

b. reactive liquids, -

c. monopropellants or bipropellants. -

The inert liquidL essentially do not react with the propellant gases

of the primary flow, and thus depend primarily upon vaporization to produce the body

of vapor which forms the flow oastruction. Since the raporization requires energy from

the free stream, the effective flu. deflection is somewhat reduced. In the inert

liquid class, the Freon compounds have been found to produce the best performance due

largely to their low heats of vaporizatioh. Freon 113 and ll4B have been extensi-ely
2

used since their relatively high liquid density reduces tankage requirements.

Reactive liquids, due to chemical reaction with the propellant gases,

usually liberate heat within the nozzle, which not only tends to increase the size of

the vapor body by increasing temperature and the amount of gas generation, but, in

transferring energy to the primary flow, also tends to increase the flow deflection.

Since most propellant gases are fuel rich, the most successful reactive injectants have

been oxidizers, such as nitrogen tetroxide and hydrogen peroxide. Because of storability

and corrosion problems associated with these particular liquids, a new class of liquid

oxidizers arose - perchlorate salt solutions. Excellent performance has been obtained

with saturated water solutions of sodium, strontium, and lead-perchlorates, and by

using a reactive solvent such as hydrogen peroxide, this performance was further

increased. With a reactive solvent, however, the storability and corrosion problems

again arise, but would not be as significant as in the case of the solvent alone used

as the injectant. ,-
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In the third class of ln.ectants, the monopropellante and bipropellants, o

the injertant itself reacts as soon as it is raised to a sufficiently high temperature. -i

Thus, the performance of these Lnjectants does not greatly depend on the composition Gf

the propellant gases as with the reactive liquids. In actual tests with typical liquid
and solid propellants, the performance of such injectants as hydrazine, UDMH, Cavea-B

nitromethane, UDMH-hydrazine, and UDMH-IRFNA have in general been greater than the

inert liquids, but less than the oxidizers. One scheme that has been proposed to

increase the performance of monopropellants and bipropellants is the use of a pre-

combustion chamber to initiate the chemical reaction just before the injectant enters

the nozzle. Thus, some of the greater performarve associated with a gas injectant could--'
be realized.."'

A wide range of liquid injectants have been tested at Aerojet"

NOTS5 , and Lockheed in actual hot firings and some of the results of these tests are
fw

shown in Figures llC* and 12. In these figures, the relative performance of different

injectants can be compared for the ame injection and motor parameters. It should be

noted, however, that some injectants may be more sensitive than others to certair

parameters, which could cause a shift in relative perforiance levels. A good example

of this is the greater effect the propellant gas composition and temperature have on

the performance of reactive liquids than on inert liquids, m',nopropellants and bipropel-

lants.

In addition to performance, the final selection of an injectant for

a given-application will depend greatly on such properties as density, corrosiveness,

toxicity, and storability, which will affect the size, weight, complexity, and relia-

bility of the injection system.

• Figure numbers designated with the letter "C" are contained in the confidential
supplement. to -this report.., , - -

. -"
- , - -
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2. Port Diameter and Injection Pressure

The effects of port diameter ,nd injection pressure cannot be

determined separately, since at a given inectant flow rite one cannot be varied

without causing a corresponding change in the other. The port diameter is an -

important parameter in the atomization process, with smaller droplet sizes, and

subsequently faster and more efficient vaporization, resulting from the smaller

port sizes. The penetratic: of the liquid jet, which affects both the initial

strength-of the main shock and the size of the separation region, is primarily a

function of the initial injectant velocity, which in turn' depends greatly on the

injection pressure. Therefore- in most cases it -wuld apear that the combination

of a small port and high inJection pressure would produce the best performance

at a given injectant flow rate. This trend is illustrated in FIgure 13C, where

the lines of constant injection pressure and constant port diameter are shown in

tta 1_ plot for a single port injector.

The question that now naturally arises is which of the two methods

of varying injectant flow rate is preferable - constant port area with variable

injtction pressure, or constant injection pressure with variable port area. To

compare the performance of the two systems, they must be matched at shine particular

design point. The natural choice for this design point is the maximum injectant

flaw rate, for which the highest injection pressure and largest port size would

be required. At the lower flow rates then, the constant pressure system would

have a larger injection pressure and smaller port size, thus producing greater

penetration and higher Aide forces. Th;. performance of the constant area system

would be especially poor at the very low flow rates, where with the low injection

pressures, the injectant may barely penetrate the boundary layer.,

A good comparison of the two systems is given in Figure 14C where

the tjpical performance curves for each system are shown. Unlike the curves

previously discussed for a constant pressure system, the gain curve for a constant,
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area system has an inflection point, with a correspo.ding maximum in the I curve.
5

Thus, in the' low flow range, the efficiency of a constant area system decreases

at the smaller injectant flow rates, while the constant pressure system efficiency

increases.

The trend of increasing performance with increasing injection

pressure at a given flow rate does not hold indefinitely as illustrated in Figure

15C. In the previous section, it was concluded that an optimum amount of penetra-

tion did exist. This conclusion is supported by the fact that there is an optimum

injection pressure, which varies with motor chamber pressure. For higher pressures

within the nozzle, higher injection pressures are required to reach the optimum

penetration.

3. Injector Location

There are a great number of factors to be considered in determin-

ing the -optimum injector location.. From an aerodynamic viewpoint, as the injector

is moved closer to the throat, the shock wave becomes steeper, for a given flow

deflection , because of the lower free-stream Mach number. Thus the nozzle wall

.area covered by the disturbance increases. Also, despite the fact that the shock

strength is less at the lower Math numbers, the difference between the pressures

behind tlhe shock and the free-st-ceam pressures is still greater for locations

- closer to the throat since the free-stream pressures are higher. The combination

of larger area and greater pressure differences would produce higher side forces,f so that from strictly aerodynamic considerations, the optimum injector location

should be as close to the throat as .possible. However, two other important factors

- must be considered - nozzle geometry and vapor body size.

4Due to the circular cross-section of a nozzle, the nozzle geometry

tends to reduce performance as the injector is moved closer to the throat. This
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effect can best be explained by first setting up a cylindrical coordinate system
(r, 0, x) with the nozzle center line as the x axis and the'injector located" on the

nozzle wall at 0 =0 .

C11 cose' -_______

Since the pressure force always acts normal to the nozzle wall, a differential force

dxdF = PdA = Prd 0 -o

acting at any point on the wall, will have the following component contributing

directly to the side force:

dF = dF cos cosa
S

= (P r d dx)cose

As Gincreases, df becomes smaller, and for 90°<0<2700, a -;S

negative side force component is produced. Therefore, as the pressure disturbance

spreads along the nozzle wall in the c rcumferential direction, it becomes less

effective in producing a side force. ns the disturbance spreads substantially into
the upper half of the nozzle, an actual decrease in side force may result.

This performance loss due to geometry, sometimes called "curvature

loss," will become more predominant as the injector is moved closer to the throat.

Te stcepcr shock *.raves at t locations tendto f-rther aggravate the problem.

Figure 16 illustrates a situation in which the injector was too close to the throat35in a Minuteman nozzle and the shock wave was hitting the opposite nozzle wall.

Page 19
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Pressure taps were located at various x stations at 0 = 1800, and the shock

reflection was clearly indicated by a sharp rise in pressure, which moved upstream

as the injectant flow rate increased. The gain curve for this test is shown irn

Figure 24, and is extremely "flat" for ws/wA >0.15.

The final factor that must be considered in a discussion of the

optimum injector location is the size of the vapor body, which determines the initial

flow deflection and the downstream pressure distribution. For a given flow rate and

injection pressure, the penetration of the liquid jet will be less at locations

nearer the throat and the volume occupied by the resulting vapor near the injector

will be smaller due to the higher free stream pressures. Thus, the initial flow

deflection will be less. However, the higher free-stream temperatures and greater

distance to the nozzle exit will promote vaporization, mixing, and reaction, which

will tend to produce higher downstream pressures as long as these processes have

not been completed within the nozzle.

To summarize then, the injector should be located

a. Close to the throat to optimize the aerodynamic effects;

b. far from the throat to minimize the losses due * o the

geometrical effects;

c. at somne intermediate point to optimize vapor body size.

Thus, there is definitely some optimum location, which will depend upon the

relative importance of each of the above three factors. Such an optimum location

is clearly shown in Figure 17, where for this particular case, the maximum side

* force for a given flow rate would be produced by injection at x!L = o.45

(x = axial distance from throat to injector, L = nozzle length). 5 As the flow rate

is increased, the location of this maximudm usually shifts slightly downstream

as the geometrical effects become more significant.

6
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A multiport injector also tends to shift the optimum location

downstream, since this injector opreads the disturbance more circumferentially

than a single port. The curvature losses, therefore, become effective sooner

a6 the injector is moved towards the throat. Figure 18C compares the effect

of injector location on a single port and multiport injector forthe same nozzle.

One point that has been a source of confusion for some time ie

the variation of optimum location from nozzle to nozzle. This variation has been

quite significant, ranging from x/L = 0.2 to x/L = 0.6. 'The cause of such an

inconsistency may lie once again with the geometrical effects. For a given x/L,

snock reflection and curvature losses will be more of a problem with a long;.

.lender nozzle than with a short stubby one. Thus, the ratio of nozzle length to

exit diameter,, L/D., appears to be a possible correlating parameter. Figure 19C
shows that such a correlation does exist, with the optimum location moving down-

stream as L/D increases. Of course, the optimum x/L will vary somewhat for a
givren nozzle, depending on. the various injection parameters., and thus only the
general trend can be indicated. Also, in some cases. an actual optimum was not'

reached, but was either upstream or downstream of the range tested. This is

indicated by an arrow in Figure 19C.

4.. Injection Angle

Experimental data indicate that increased performance can be

gained by injecting the liquid upstream against the flow of the main stream. as

can be seen in Figure 20. One of the main effects of this upstream injection

angle is an increase in" the size of the separation region upstream of the injector.

Actual pressure distributions measured at JL show that separation 4as initiated

more than twice the distance .upstream of the injector when the injectioa angle was

increased from 00 to 40 (measured with respect to the plane normal to the nozzle

center line. with upstream values positive). The pressures -downstream of the

injector were found to be slightly higher and spread more circiimferentially with

the 4o angle. - * "
Pae- ,
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The larger separation region with an upstream injection angle'

can Ve attributed to a greater penetration with respect to the nozzle wall, as

4 well as a 'slight upbtream shift in the actual physical obstruction". The higher

-relative velocities-between injectant and primary flow near the injector, and

longer stay time f6r the injectant within the nozzle, promote atomization ,

vaporizaton, mixing, and reaction, which increase the vapor body size and thus

account for the larger downstream pressure area.

For cases where the shock-reflection effects predominate, .e., -

high flo ats and locations near the throat), the curvature losses "with the

larger upstream angles will be greater, thus reversing the usual trendt This

situation,"is illustrated in Figure 21, which shows-a,00 injection angle to be

superior-,to a. 300 angle for x/L = 0.2, but the 30 angle to be better farther

dovstream,.' 4 Also, the effect of flow'rate is.evident~since the crossing

of the 0O ,and 30* performance curves occurs farther donstream at the higher

flow rates., .

5. Injector Configuration

The multiport injector usually produces higher side specific
impulses than a single port due to the greater spread of 'the disturbance area.

Also, by distributing the .jectant, the intermediate processes of atomization,

ii vaporization, mixing and reaction are greatly enhanced' so that a multiport

injector would definitely be recommended for a reactive liquid. The only port

arrangement that has proved successful is a circumferential spacing at the same

axial coordinate. Therefore, it is necessary to consider two additional variables

with multi-port injectors- -the spacing between ports and the number of ports.

Figute 22C shows that there is an optimum spacing for a given
port size and number of ports. When the ports are too close together, mutual

interference occurs between the disturbances generated from each port, thereby,
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reducing the,effectiveness of the interaction process. If the ports are too far -

* apart, some of the primary flow may go between the ports essentially unaffected, 7

and the greater spread of the disturbance will once again: bring the curvature

• losses into effect.

Available data indicate that increasing the number of ports has

a much greater effect on reactive liquids than on inert injectants. This can be .

attributed to the better mixing and mo-i complete chemical reaction that results

from the greater dispersion of the injectant. Figure 23C shows the 'increase in -

the performance of a reactive liquid as the number of ports is increased. ,However,

since the curvature losses are also increasing as the total spread of the ports

increases, a point is finally reached where performance will drop if additional

ports are added.

The best combination of port spacing and number of ports will

depend strongly on the particular injectant, and will also vary with certain

injection parameters, particularly injector location.tI
In discussing the injector, one factor that should be mentioned

is the shape and sclidity of the liquid jet as it enters the nozzle. This factor

will greatly influence the penetration of the jet, as well as the atomization process

to a lesser extent. Lockhee 3 stated that for both a constant area orfice and

variable area valve, the liquid stream may separate from the flow passage walls,

changing a solid stream to a spraylike jet, as shown below.

Constant Area Orifice Variable Area Value

V Without
Separation

With
Separation
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This separation is prom.- A by a short flow passage, a high flow rate, or a low

back pressure, and will greatly depend on the shape of the passage. In tests

with a constant area orifice at Lockheed, as the injection pressure was increased,

a discontinuity developed in the flow rate because of the onset of separation.

Such -a phenomenon was also noticed at UTC for a variable area valve, and could

explain some of the irregularity of liquid injection data.

This separation of the liquid stream causes a decrease in side

force since the jet penetration is drastically reduced. This effect appears to

dominate over the oetter atomization, which would improve performance. A good

example of the separation effect was the loss in performance that occurred with

the Ninnteman LIV- C system when the shape of the pintl' in the variable-area valve

was changed. to gifve .better flow control. Bench tests showed that the new valve

produced a definite spray pattern, in contrast to a solid stream from the old valve.

It thus appears that the performance of any LITVC system can be

directly affected by the flow characteristics of the liquid stream, and the evi-

- dence t6 date indizates a solid rod-like flow to be best.

6. Motor Parameters
'1,

Performance of identical injection systems may still vary from AY

one motor to another, making it necessary to determine the effect of certain motor

parameters on TVC performance. These parameters can be grouped as: chamber} conditions, propellant properties, and nozzle size and shape.

-he performance of inert liquids has been found to be quise

sensitive to chamber pressure, as was indicated in Figure 15C, but vith some
30

reactive injectants, little effect was .. A. good, examplc of the larger

variation in performance that can be experienced with inert injectants ad the-

chamber pressure changes is shown in Figure 241f where Freon 114B was injected-

at a constant flow rate 'during motor tail-off"35 As the chamber pressure dropec
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f.rom 50 to 250 sia,.the side-force, ratio increased by a factor of 3 and the

injectat specific hrmpulse by a factor of 2. At this point, flow separation

occurred at-thenozzle exit, and th n moved upstream into the nozzle as "the

cramberpressure further .decreased. This separation caused a sharp drop in per-

formance as the effective nozzle wall area covered by the pressure disturbance

was reduced .

* The increase in performance with a decrease ir, chamber presaure

can most ikely. be ,attributed to greater penetration of the liquidjet, increased

vaporization,-and greater expansion of vapor, resulting in'greater in tfal flow

deflection. &,d higher downstream pressure differences. Since the inert liquids

appear to be"more dependent on chamber pressure than certain reactive injectants,

the vaporization effects must be the domina ones. -. -

Higher 'chamber temperati r-,s would be expected to increase the.

performance, of all liquid injectants, sinze both thie vaprization and'chemical

reaction p rocesses,are, temperature dependent to a large extent .- Reactive'

injectants,wil-,i.n additLon, be strongly dependent on the propellant composition.,"
For instance:,.a propellant producing large amounts- of HI'.and CO wilJ'contribute,

greatly to the effectiveness of an oxidizer-type injectant.

Size and shape of the nozzle is an important factor to be consid-

ered since the geometrical effects play such a large role in the side force
production.._-The dependence- of 'the optimm injector location on the-nozzle L/D

has already been discussed..

-Another significant .parameter is the nozzle expansion tatio.

5igure 25 compares the performance at various injector locations of a 30:1

contoured nozzle with another nozzle having the same con tou, but cut off a a
12:1 expansion ratio. 7 At E% given location ( e J), .th e nozzle with the Igreater"

expansion ratio will generally produce the greater sidi"forde because of the

greater length from injector to exit, and thus greater available wall area for the

Page 25
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pressure-disturbance. However, the larger nozzle will also be iiore subject t6 'bhock"I
K reflection and curvature losses, which would make the shorter nozzle more effective

eJ. locations close to the throat. At the same relative location (x/L)', the per-

formance of.the smaller' expansion ratio nozzle will be greater because of smaller

Mach numbers, and thus larger pressure differences and steeper shocks. Both of
thes6 trends are substantiated by the data plgtted in Figure 25.

V

The actual nozzle contour also appearp to have a substantial effect"

on TVC performance. Figure 26C shows that at the optimum injector location, consid-

erably higher injectant specific impulses for 'both inex and reactive liquids were

produced in a contoured nozzle as compared with conical nozzles. A possible reason

for this may be the greater primary flow mass cond.nttation -iear the wall in a

contoured inozzle, which would allow a greater effective flow deflection by an

obs.tructioft on the wall. It may be possible to actually optimize a nozzle contour

for TVQ performance and with such an objective, NESCO7 has worked a great deal

with an adverse pressure gradient nozzle. However, there is usually a loss in

axial performance associated with such a change in contoir, which in most ,cases

cannot be, tolerated.

0.- AXIAL THRUST AUGMENTATION

," A favorable by-product of the secondary injection concept is an increase

in axial thrust during injection. Because of the diverging shape of the nozzle exit

cone, ,the pressure force acting normal to the nozzle wall also has an axial component

acting in the same direction as the thrust. This component is primarily a function

of the ngzzle divergence angle, ac and does not depend upon the azimuthal coordinate.,

e, as does the side force. Thus, the axial thrust augmentation will continue to

U increase as the pressure disturbance spreads in the cir'cumferential direction, and

will be substantial i:hen the shock reflects off the.-opposite nozzle wall. Also,

the closer the injector is to the throat, the greater the pro ected wall area in

the cross-sectiomal plane, so the greater the thrust augmentation.
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The momentum of the injected liquid may also have an axial component,

depending on the injection angle. Lowever, si-nce the momentum is usually less,
Sthanu 10% of the side force, this component woLuld not be significant ir, most casdt.

Figures 0.7 and 28 show some thrust augmentation data for Mlinuteman

subscale nozzles6 and illustrate the effects of injectant flow

rate. injector location, and angle of injection. As would be expected , the

greaterpressure differences and larger disturbance area associated with greater

flow rates cause a corresponding increase in axial thrust augmentation. Unlike

the_ side force, however, at the locations close to the throat, the thrust increment

continues to increase at the higher flow rates, instead of leveling off and actually

decreasing because of curvature effects. Also, there is no optimum injector

location as with the side force, so that a location closer to the throat always

results in greater thrust augmentation. It can be seen in Figure 28 that upstream

injection angles produced greater thrust irirements. This indicates that the

greater pressure forces more than compensated for the negative momentum axial

components associated with the upstream angles. However, it is possible that at

locations near the exit this relation may be reversed and a negative thrust

increment produced.

This thrust augmentation characteristic of secondary injection is an

important point to be considered when comparing this system with mechanical methods

of VIC for which there is usually a loss in axial, thrust.

D. SCALE EFFECTS AIND DYNAMIC RESPONSE

A question that has yet to be fully answered is whether there is a

difference in the IVC performance between two different size motors with geometri-

cally similar nozzles and TVC system parameters. At first glance, it would seem

that such a diff-rence would exist since such phenomena as penetration, atomization,

t-ound-try Layer s-paration, and chemical reaction would not appear to be directly

scalable.. However, experimental data from Aerojet, with Minuteman motors, and
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at Lockheed31'32 has failed to indicate any definite scale effects. Such effects

- may still exist though for different parameter ranges, and, on the basis of the above

phenomena, a slight loss in performance with the larger nozzles mightbe expected.

Additional experimental verification is needed to settle this particular question.

As c mpared with mechanical TVC systems, secondayr injection has an

extremely fast reapons;, or a short time lag between command and application 
of

the control force. Because of test-stand iitadequacies, actual measurement of this44
response has been-very difficult. However, a technique was developed at Aerojet ,

* using exit-cone pressure-tap readings instead of load-cell measurements. In tests

-with a sinusoidal-injectant flow-rate variation, i- was f~nd that the phase lag

between the side force and the flow rate, excluding valve dynamics, was negligible

up to 20 cps. Also, the side force amplitude ratio varied little from unity for

this same.ratge.

It is hoped that the data compiled in thr ', section on performance

characteristics will lead to a better understanding of the liquid-injection

process, and that the parameter effects illustratedmay be useful for preliminary

design purposes until an adequate analytical or empirical performance prediction

method is developed.

Pe
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ANALYTICAM- APPROACHES

A. SU14MARY OF PREVIOUS WORK
I) •

Although the liquid injection concept has been investigaied f6r 'a

SnA.m=er of y e.r1, an analytical model for adequately predicting the'performance

cf :ny LITVC system has not been found. This is not surprising when one considers

e complicated processes of liquid-jet penetration, atomization., vapnrization ,

mixing, and rer.ction tha.6 must be analyzed, in addition to the extremely complex

three-dimensional flow field. Lowever, from the models that have been proposed,

[o greater insight into-the various problem areas has been gained, which; along,
wi h the accudlulation of additional experimentai data, leads to the formulation of

more realistic assumptions in future approaches.

Early in 1960. the first liquid-injection anaditical study was begun

ty 1JES0 (National 2ngineering Science Company) under contract to AeroJet.

The model proposed in this study is illustrated in Figure.29. The liqvi'd was

ass.med to flow along the nozzle wall., instead Of Penetrating into the main stream,

and to form a ortform distribution of mass sources due to vaporization. Linearized

theory for supersonic aerodynamics was used to calculate the side force produced by,

the resulting wedge-shaped vapor body. This model produded fair agreement with

experimental data for low injectant mass flow rates,.when penetration was relatively

small, but the correlation was quite poor through the remainder of the mass flow

range.

A mu-h more sophisticated approach to the liquid vaporization process

was presented by NESCO in 1961 under a subsequent Aerojet contract.18 In this

model, shown in Figure 30, the intermediate processes of atomization and droplet'

vaporization were inzluded, which, along with the droplet trajectories, determined

trie resulting vapor "body". The liquid jet was assumed to break u p immediately on

e..tering the no.zle and a mean droplet size was -letermined from the empirical relu-F' 12
tions of ingebo and Foster, based on free-stream conditions behind a normal shock,

S jst apstrem of the injector. he droplet vaporization rate was taken from Penner,
1 9
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and by considering the drag on the mean size droplets due to the primary flow, the

i trajectory of these droplets was computed. The free-stream conditions governing

the droplet motion and vaporization were taken as those existing at the injector

before injection, and were assumed to be unaffected by the presence of the droplets

and vapor. The injected liquid was thus distributed within the nozzle as a contlinuous

line of mean size droplets along the calculated trajectory-. The vapor from this line

source was assumed to form a biunt-nosed half-body of revolution lying along the

nozzle wall between the. injector and exit plane, and acting as a solid physical

obstacle. r

The separated region upstream of the inJector was assumed to have the

shape of a half-cone tangent to the nose of the vapor body. The equivalent obstacle

was then .a-arp-aosed body of revolution, with the axis of syrmetry being the nozzle

element pasping through the center of the injector. The resulting shock and flow

field were assumed to be symmetric about thi same axis, and were-calculated by a

simple shock expansion method for uniform and constant free-stream conditions. The

side force was then calculated by integrating the ,al. pressures behin6 the shock

and adding the momentum component of the liquid jet. -The effects of nozzle curvature

in the cross-sectional plane were not included, although the nozzle divergence angle

was taken into consideration.

The side forces calculated in this manner were generally 30 to 50%
below experimental values, but this analysis contributed a great deal to the state

of the art by indicating the basic processes that need be considered, and by repre-

senting the .actual flow field within~the nozzle with an equivalent simplified model.

1 20This same model was later improved at J2L2 0 by including a more realistic

vaporization, rate and a relatively sophisticat - droplet drag coefficient. Also,

the separation zone was modified to more closely represent the observed double-shock

pattern as shown in Figure 2a. Calculated results were compared with experimental

-values for only two cases, being 4% high in one case, and 20% high in the other.
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SA Summary of Previous Work (ccnt.)

Broadwell in 1962 proposed an entirely different moded for secondary-

injection M., applicable to both liquid and gas injectants. This model is based

on the olast-wave analogy, which transforms results derived from. one-dimensional,

unsteady flow to two-dimensional, steady flow. Thus empirical relations found for

an expanding cyliniirica shock wave produced by the explosion of a line charge are

applied to ihe problem of determining the steady-state axisymmetric shock about a

blunt body of revolution. For a solid body, the drag forces on the body are equated'

to the energy released by the original line charge to determine the size and shape

of the shock. For secondary injection, the injectant momentum, along with energy

eitner taken from the free stream to vaporize the liquid, or added to the free

stream due to a chemical reaction, must also be included..

Broadwell considered only the first-order blast-wave solution, -hich

is limited to very high free-stream Mach numbers. A second-order solution has been

used by L.nm50 at Vidya in an effort to improve the treatment.-

Unfortunately, the blast-vave analogy is strictly applicable only for

constant free-stream conditions in front of the shock. Also, since vaporization is

ass.umed to tare place immediately as the injectant enters the nozzle, the effects of

the parameters which infLuence the atomization and vaporization processes (i.e., port

aiameter, angle of injection, and injectunt properties), as well as the effects of

boundary layer separation and nozzle wall curvature, are not included. Consequently,

the calculated results agree well with data at the low injectat flow rates, but the

analysis does not predict the decrease in side specific impulse with increasing flow

rate, nor the correct variation of side force with injector location.

At Aerojet, the interest in a theoretical liquid-injection model con-

tinued after the initial investigations by NESCO18 were completed. Using the same

cenerai approach as ITESCO, modifications, were first made to the vapor-body calcula-

tions Lo improve the portions dealng with the vaporization rates and drag coeffi-

-..t. itese modifications were very similar to those later published by PL.20
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IV, A, Summary of Previous Work (cont.)

Also, a method was sought for simplifying the tedious, time-consuming flow field

calculations included in the NESCO report. A dimensional analysis approach was

first taken in which the side force was related to the size of the vapor body and

- several rozzle and motor parameters. With the vapor body assumed to form a halt-

body of revolution for a single-port injector, the vapor body radius at the nozzle

exit was taken as the significant body dimension. This radius was a function of

svh variables as the injectant properties, port diameter, angle of injection,

free-stream properties, and nozzle-wall length between, the injector and the exit

plane, and was calculated with a computer program similar to the one described in

Appendix A. Using dimensional analysis, the following expression was derived for

a single-port injector and nonreactive injectant.22

'" 0.6 2 OS 2
s =(cos av

where F = the induced side force, or the side force caused by
interference only (not including the injectant momentum);

F =axial thrust;

a niozzle expansion ratio;aT

= expansion ratio at the injector;
1

= nozzle divergence angle;

C = nozzle thrust coefficient;
F = vapor body radius at nozzle exit;

j = nozzle radius at exit.

j The total side force was found by adding the momentum of the injectant
entering the nozzle, FM, to the interference force, F s. The momentum can be

written as

/WVL
+ P, A,) Cs(2)

iii g csC
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V, A Sumary, of, P,7evious Work ( Cont. )" ' ,',,' . .

where tsen iectant mass flow rate; .
" VL" . the ,velocity of'the injectant ent'ering'the nogzle;" ;;'" '

Jection with respect to-the,normal to* t"
, - ~~no z zl e c en t e r l in e ; . . . . " - , ,,

T the injectnt pressure at the poit exit;"'

=Ai the'port-area. .

The side 'Porces.calculated In this manner corrb'lted fairly well 'with,
wide range of experimental data as shown Ln Figre 31. This correlation ,.as

I - - 1 1 . . 4

encouraging since it indicated the ability of the vapor-body-model to predict the

relative changes .produced by a_.variation in injection or. nozzle parameters.

This same approach was used in Reference 2.3-to include the'effects, of

reactive injectants-and multilIort injectbis. The vapor body'radiu,' however, 'was

calculated in a different manner. An.initial. mixture of.vaporand- free stream gases
was determined, by "tb penetration of -the liquid jet;. and the vblum e-.increase caused

by chemical" zeaction. as calculated by.assuming the mixture-,tb attain'thei'bm66hmicai *

equilibrium,; This model, therefore, also includes 'the effect of -the propei nt .

properties., as well as additional injectant properties,- and the dircumferential

extent of the inject'r° Figure 32C shows that the correlation with experimental data --

obtained with.this model is similar to that found'with the 'previ6us model,. which as

applicable-.to . single port and nonreactive injectant. The results from both models,
however, were- not sufficiently accurate for design purposes, especially in the high "

mass flow range and for injetbr locations far from the exit. As a consequence,.-:..

continued efforts at Aerojet have been directed towards the 'development of an Improved

analytical model for better parametric-correlations. "1-

to~
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IV, Analytical Approaches (cont.)

"  B. CURRENT .AROJET PRELIMINARY MODEL

-1." Description -

Because of the complexity of the interference pattern created by

the injection of a secondary fluid into a nozzle, a detailed flow-field solution

appears to be the only way to properly evaluate the effects of the large number

of significant pardmeters over the effective range of each. .Such a solution would

have to be more accurate and less cumbersome than the ones proposed in References 18

and 20.

With this in mind, a method of characteristics computer program

was developed for calculating a two-dimensional (plane) or axisymmetric curved shock

wave and the rotational flow behind the shock. This program, which is discussed in

more detail in Appendix B, requires, as input, initial conditions along a start line

in the undisturbed region upstream of the shock, and the shape of the solid body

producing the shock. if the shock is detached, an additional start line must be

specified in the supersonic region between the shock and body, with the subsonic flow

upstream of that point calculated independently. The start line in the undisturbed

region enables the program to handle nonuniform free-stream conditions before the

shock and thus the actual Liitial conditions existing in a nozzle can be taken into
account.

If the shock strength does vary along the shock, the entropy rise,

and thus total pressure drop, across the shock will also yary. Therefore, the

equations for rotational flow, in which the entropy is constant along a streamline,

but may vary from streamline to streamline, must be used in calculating the flow

I f field between the shock and body. The general logic ued in propagating the solution

is described in Appendix B.
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i Ckrrent Aerojet Preliminary Model (cont.)

The present preliminary analytical model for liquid-injection

fC' consists primarily of three parts:

a. vapor body calculation;

b. flow field solution;

c. pressure integration over nozzle walls.

The vapor-body calculation is based on the approach previously described in
1 18

connection with NESCO s model, but includes the improvements in vaporization

rate and drag coefficients described in Reference 22. An additional modification

trAs been made to include variation in free-stream properties in the.axial direction.

lo Driefly review this approach, a mean-size droplet is found from empirical rela-

tions, and the trajectory of this droplet is calculated by considering the drag

forces acting on the droplet because of the free stream. The presence of the

droplets is assumed to have no effect on the free-stream properties used to cal-

z..late the drag forces. As the droplets travel along their trajectory, vaporiza-

tion occurs because of the high free-stream temperatures. The resulting vapor

body is found by considering the injectant distributed along the mean size droplet

trajectory to act as a line source, and by assuming the ' apor to form a half body

of revolution. This entire procedure, described in more detail in Appendi: A

alorg with the derivation of the significant equations, has been i corporated into

computer program on the GE 225. In Figure 33, calculated vapor bodies are

compared with erosion patterns formed by injection of Freon 1 4B2 into a Minuteman

no?;le during a hot firing. If the actual vapor body i axisymmetric, these com-

parisons Indicate its size and shape are represented fairly well by the analytical

* model,

Before the vapor-body shape can be input to the flow field solu-

tion, it must te modified to include the separated region upstream of the port.

For the sake ef simplicity in this preliminary model, this region was first assumed

to be conicti and tangent to the nose of the vapor body as in Reference 18. Thus
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IV., B., Current Aerojet Preliminary Model (cont.) - -

only a. single attached shock resultz, as shoiw in Figure 3a, and the entire flow

field can be calculated with the method of characteristics program previously

described. Provision can be made later to include the general two shock system

shown in Figure 2a, or the limiting bow shock at the high mass flows as shown in

Figure 3b.

- To find the vertex angle of this conical separation region, the

relation derived by Mager- mas used in which tie plateau pressure rise associated

with the separation of a turbulent boundary layer If/Po, is given as a function of

the free-stream Mach number. IAq the flow deflection angle, b, and the: ratio of

specific heats, Y. The resulting equation is

__ Mc 2 2 ]
S2 2 1 2 + .38 (3)

where K is the ratio of the square of the Mach number at the separation point to
2140. Experimental data indicates this ratio to be approximately 0.55.

For given values of Moo and y. the pressure rise across a conical

shock can be found as a function of cone angle. By satisfying this additional

relation along with the above equation, the resulting value of P /Pooand 6 can be

found. Figure 34 shows the variation of these variables vith Mo> for y = 1.2. The

value of b determines the size of the separation region since it is assumed to be

tangent to the vapor body.

To utilize the method of characteristics flow field solution,

the assumption is made that the shock and flow behind it is axisymetric with

respect to the nozzle element passing through the center of the injector. This

is probably the weakest point in the present model since tfe actual'flow is

three-dimensional. However, it was felt that the axisynmetric solution should
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iV. B, Cjxrrent Aerojet Prelininary Model (cont.) 4

reprdserit the actual flow to a fairly good degree, and could be corrected for the

major tiree-dimensional effects. A tyrical calculated vapor body, separated region,

shock., and flow-field network is shown in Figure 35.

The last step in finding the side force is the integration of the

-.alc.ulated pressures over the nozzle walls. By superimposing the given nozzleI'ape upon the axisymmetric flow-field solution, the sh6ck and nodal points in the

characteristic solution can be located along the nozzle wall. Figure 36 shows a

_ypical intersecticn of a calculated axisymmetric shock wave with a nozzle wall.

lo calculate the sidc force, these points are then projected into a plane parallel

to the nozzle center line and perpendicular to the plane formed by the nozzle center

lire and the shock axis of symmetry. Thus, when the calculated pressures are inte-

grated in this plane, the effects of the nozzle divergence angle and wall curvature

in the cross-sectional plane are inclu.ed. Also, provision has been made for

handling the case of a shock intersection with the nozzle wall above the center line,

which produces a negative force component.

The axial thrust augmentation is found in the same manner, except

the solution points are projected into a plane normal to the nozzle center line.

In this case, no reversal of force occurs when the shock crosses over the center
line.

An additional item calculated is the center of' force, 'or the

effective point of application for the induced side force, F s. This axial distance,

xc, (using the nozzle throat plane as the reference plane) can be found from the

following expression:

As As

xc = Jo ='Jo 4
As

(P-Po) dA Fs 8,
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IV, B, Current Aeroje Preliminary Model (cont.) N.

- - As = the nozzle wall area behind the shock in the jAne
-" ,perpendicul arto the side force; ..

x =the axial distance of dA from the reference plane;_.

a P the average static pressure ac upoxl dA during -
injection;

:~ ~P, athq*average staric pressure that would act on. dA

a with no in.~ectlon.

- - a * 'a

",-... This presu e i~ategration routine has been, combined-with lhe flow

field solution into a single, computer program, which t akes 'less than, I minute, per
• 0 I04"  

spr n e wl 
'

rtu on the,- I 7 o9. The, calculation of the vapor body and separation.region will
also be' included in-t4is one,program when thfinal o e

decided. a " " ",;. " . ", il

, R~esults j

To evaluate tbe performance prediction capability of this model,

side forces were calculated for a number of different motors encompassing a wide

range of injection and nozzle parameters. Axial thrusts for these motors varied

fro* 1,OO0, to 100,000 lb, nozzle exinsion-ratios from-6.64:1 to 24.8:1,,njectant
S -' mass flowe"for Freon 113 .and 14B' from 2%. to"22% of, the primary flow, and injector

locations at expansion ratios from 3:1' bo 12.:1. When flowtad ijest

wethesearm~ c~ l the melts
were uomparedwith the omeasured data for these motors, it was found that the model

predicted side forces that were generally 40 to 50% too loW.- However, the ratio

of calculated to measured side forces did not appear affected by the wide •arameter'

Svariation-.

.7he .ain reason for 4 these low"values .can be found by comparing.
- ,the calculated and medsuredpres~ue .distributions. Figure .,"hows thAt the ",

"' teoretical axial rs- r a.... rJ. b 14o al-n t'- - t' ^ , vn, c bod is'" ail'#,t pi-si= ~- . h . =  oy SeWf agree fairly .-

" well with the measured values., but the eircumferentia'l ,,prebd 6f the calculated "

4 disturbance is much less than indicated by experimental data.' This latter result
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IV, B. Current Aerojet Preliminary Model (cont.)

is more evident in Figure 38, where the traces of both the theoretical and experi-

mental shock waves along the nozzle wall are shown. The largest deviation between

the two shock patterns occurs in the separation region, as might be expected, with

• t..e measured disturbance hyperbolic shaped, while the calculated shock and separa-

tion form a vortex of a triangle. The assumed conical shape for the separation

region is thus obviously incorrect. FarthEr downstream, the difference might be

attributeu to three-dimensional effects and/or too small a calculated vapor body.

In addition, boundary layer separation may also occur in the area downstream of the

port due to the impingement of the shock on the nozzle wall. This would tend to

spread the disturbance farther upstream from the shock itself. Since relatively

high pressures occur in this additional area not covered by the theoretical shock,

the diffetence in area causes a substantial difference in side force. This pre-

liminary model has thus indicated definite areas that must be improved before the

final form of the model is determined.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Although the results from ,he preliminary model are not satisfactory at

present, the consistency of the relation between the calculated and measured

side forces is very encouraging. Tbis .nodel thus not only forms a firm basis for

future work, but also indicates the specific areas needing improvement and the

definite directions to go in each area.. It is estimated that the model in its present

form is approximately 70% complete. To bring It to full completion, the following

tasks will be undertaken:

1. a better representation of the separation region;

2. corrections to the flow field solution for three-dimensional
effects;

3. more realistic vapor-body calculations.

These tasks will depend greatly on basic experimental data in the form of

pressure distributions and visual evidence, such as sbadowgraphs and/or schlieren photo-
graphs of the flow. A current IROD program for gas-injection TVC has been designed
to provide specific information of this kind, which will be directly applicable to

the first two tasks.-

According to data now available, the separation region apparently spreads

out along the wall much more than would be i licated .by a simple half-conical

shape. Thus, the flow over this region is three-dimensional, and camnot be included

in the axisymmetric flow field solution. Therefore, it will be necessary to calculate

this region separately, possibly by semiempirical means. In addition, in the higher

injectant'flow ranges,'when a strong shock is produced, the "alcelation of this shock

and the subsonic flow behind it must also be inclided. If this zubsonic region is

relatively small, a simplified approach such as the method of Moeckel25 might be

adequate for defining the initial conditions for the supersonic solution. If a more
26

r usophisticated subsonic solution is required, the method of integral relations has

proves successful for calculating detached shocks with the accompanying subsonic flow, .,Alw fild 27r

and can be combined with the method of characteristics to give the entire flow field.
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,Recommendatlions for Future Work (cont.) 14"

The tw major three-dimensional effects for whic, the axisyngm mtietlow-field'.,

_! .tiou sh.juld be corrected are the initial cond- tion§'ip the nozzle before'the

sr.:,u, which are not symmetric with respect to the shock axis., and the pozzle wal
U: vlture i1 the cross-sectional plane. In this particuLar area, the'data obtained

from the aforemetine gas-injection program will be quite vaj.uable since a given

set of injection conditions will be kept constant for .1njection: " . .

, -i. through flat plate into a uniform free-stream s,.
- 2;- into A Jtwo-dimensional (pldne) nozzle; . ',.. "-.k' ,

3- ~into' an axisymmetri nozzle.- " • -- : -"" -'

EY compazing the shook shapes and pressure .ititins........or- ac c.,"

the three-di.mensional effects will~be determined.', "

The ultimate "answer to the problemts .in ths area, is tlhe uE of the three- "
dimensional method of characteristics in the flow-field, solutionr .,,The logic involved

in programing sach a solution is much more involved in tomparisoV; with the tvo-

limensional. or axisymmetzic method-of characteristics, but the apProach presented.
:28"by Moretti hais been successfully programed. Since the 'hree-dimensional subsonic

solution can also be included, as shown in Reference 27, the entire flow field about
.ne jdy with itz attached three-dimensional separation region could once againbe
calculated in one step. Also'd, the vapor body would' no ldnger be restricted to a-

half-bidy zof revclu'ion., and could'thus include the effects of .iquid-jet penetration

" ana mltiport inject;rs. Because of the great value of a three-dimensional method of

characteristics program, not only for a secondary injection model, but ror many

_- x superson l, flow problems as well, work has been initiated here for the develop-

S i~uent of such a program.... ,
-,

The vapor body ... ""'Thevapr bdy cafculatizoA,, the'heart' of the liquid., ij !ctioau~model, "has .

on:2 lig weakness--the use of the free-stream conditibns outside the body to determine

t droplet t raJ' ctories, vaporization, etc. In reality,' the droplets are traveling in

a melium wLich is a mixture of vapor and free-stream gases. In a model proposed.by
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I V2 Recommendations for Future Work (cont.)

Maye, 29 the drplet behavior is based on the properties of such a mixture, and the
resulting droplet velocities are much lower than those calculated by the present

method. For a given amount of vapor generated, a larger vapor body will thus be "A

produced, resulting in a greater side force. The present vapor body calculation will

therefore be modified to include this more realistic treatment of the interaction

between the liquid droplets, vapor, and free-stream gas ec'.

Once satisfactory results have been obtained for injection of an inert

liquid through a single port, the model will be expanded to include reactive liquids

and multi-port injectors. The chemical reaction between. the injectant and free

stream can probably best be handled by thermochemical calculations similar to those

described in Reference 23. With the three-dimensional method of characteristics,

the Vapor-body shape can be made dependent on the number an,! spread of the injection

ports, as w-ell as the liquid-jet penetration.

The tasks proposed here, with the exception of the three-dimensional method I
of characteristics, will not amount to major efforts, but, for the most part, must

await the forthcoming experimental data. When the three-dimensional characteristic

solution has been completed, and each portion of the model satisfactorily checked

with experimental data, the entire model will be combined into a single computer

program.

I
.A

0
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-Iri. CohCLUSI0NS

Liquid injection may no) be considered a proven reliable method of thrust-

vector control as a result of its performance on the Polaris and Minuteman test
• I.Lghts. Although L'ITVC appears best suited for upper-stage applications, Static*,

tei t results for the Titan IIIC 120-in.-dia solid booster have shown the performance

of a system using N20 as the injectant to be entirely adequate. Also, because of its

last response, LITVC has been designated for the upcoming Sprint anti-missile missile.

Therefore, this type of thrust-vector control will most likely be used extensively in

f .tare designs, with performance increases coming as the technology grows. Although
gzeater performance can be attained with gas injectanuts, it will be some, time yet before

a 6ystem witn a hot-gas valve will reach the stage of reliability currently associated

ith liquid-injection systems.

Despite the fact that LITVC systems have proved successful in many

applications, there is still relatively Little known about the complex flow

nxt raction whico produces the side ferce. The present system designs have been

reached only after extensive and costly testing, and still may not be completely

.'imum. There is thus a great need for a method of predicting the performance of

aay LITVC system, which can be used in lieu of many tests to determine more rea3istic

preliminary designs. Such a method would r.e used for:

1. evaluating the performance of a given system;

2. optimizing system parameters for a given application;

3. extrapolating subscale test data to full-scale, designs;

4. sizing system components.

The simplified analytical models and empirical methods that have been

* attempted to date do not include sufficient detail for design purposes. Only a

model which actually represents the flow within tht nozzle during injection can

-Lrrde the f:-st order effects of all parameters, while contributing to a greater

-knowledge and =uderstanding of the associated phenomena.
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VI, Conclusidns (cont.)

It .vs towards this objective that the development cf the model described

in this report was initiated. When completed, this model will have the additional

advantage of providing detailed pressure distributions for nozz"e stressing, heat-

__transfer studies, and injector design. Also, individualportions of the solution can
beeasily modified as additional information becomes available.

be eathe ,very near future, when the experimental results from the current gas-

injection cold-flow !,est program are available, this model shoulld be completed.for'-

inert in~ectants and single port injectors. Additional modificati 6 ns to handle

reactive liquids and multiport injectors do not appear to be major undertakings.

The final 'objective is a single computer program that will include ,any injectant,

'gas or liquid.I for any kind of injector, in any type of nozzle.

444
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NOMENCLATURE

A. - Injector port diameter

A - Nozzle wall area behind shock projected into plane perpendicular toside force

C - Droplet drag coefficientD

(Cp) - Vapor specific heat

CF  - Axial thrust coefficients

C - Injector port discharge coefficient
w

d. - Injector port diameter:1

D0  - Initial mean droplet diameter

D - Nozzle exit diameter

LJ - Nozzle throat diameter

F A - Axie-l thrust

(F ) - Axial thrust without injection

FD  - Drag force on droplets

-M - Component of injectant momentum contributing to side force

F - Side force

F ' - Side force excluding injectant momentup
S ?I - Motor axial specific impulse

(Is - Injectant side specific impulse

jK Ratio of Mach number at separation point, squared, to free-stream- ~Mach number, squared "

L - Nozzle length

L - Injec .ant latent heat of vaporization
V
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NO4ENCLATURE (cont. , -:
"

IL I Mass o vapor generated per droplet

M - Mach number
' .

N - Number of mean-size droplets entering nozzle per unit time

n "'- N6rmal--to streamline

p - Static pressure

P - Chamber pressure

pf - 'Plateau pressure in separation region -'

j Injection pressure

pt - Total pressure

Pr - -Prartdtl nmber, (c /X
JP

r - Radial coordinate

rd - Droplet radius
Id

r - Initial mean droplet radius

R Gas constant

T Nozzle exit "radius"

R - Vapor body radius
V

Re - Renolds number (pV d/1 ±)

s - EntropyI . t - Time -'-

Tc - Chamfber temperature

TL  - Injectant boi'ling temperature

u - Axial velocity component

v - Radial velocity-componellt,
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NO1MENCLATURE (Cont.)
cont. 5

V - Total velocity

o V - Total droplet velocity

VL  - Initial injectant velocity

- Vr  - Relative velocity

wA - Motor propellant mass flow rate

ws  - Injectant mass flow rate

We - Weber number.

x - Axial coordinate

x - Distance of center of force from nozzle tb 'oat

(x,y, z)- Cartesian coordinates

(r,o,x)- Cylindrical coordinates

a - Nozzle wall angle (Mach angle in Appendix B)

f3 - Vaporization rate

* 0  - Vaporization rate in a stagnant atmosphere

* , - Ratio of specific heats

- Flow d~flection angle across shock

S - Shock angle

P i - Nozzle expansion ratio at injector

"£ ST - Nozzle expansion ratio at exit

[ eO - Azimuthal coordinate (Flow angle in Appendix B)

xv - Vapor thermal Conductivity

- Absolute viscosity

f v - Kinematic viccosity[ - Distance along droplet trajectory . .
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NODNCLATURE (cont.) .,

, - Surface tension

:Injection, sngle -

Superscripts -

C ) -' Denotes ,average quantities in finite difference solution . '

Subscripts

A, A., .- Denotes points in shock point solution - ,

BI , B2 ,
C,D;E, .

F L "

d -Pertains to droplets

i - Dendtes' conditions at injector port

I Pertains to left-running characteristic

J - Pertains to right-running, characteristic:,

L - Pertains to the injectant in liquid form ' .*.--

n -- Denotes point to be computed in finite differtnce solution

n-i - Denotes point previously pompilted in finite difference solution

N - Dentes conditions behind normal shock

v - - Pertains to .injectant vapor

00 - Denotes .free-stream conditions

0 - Denotes initial conditions

1,23, - .Denote points in interna2 point and boundary point solutions
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The portion of the present liquid-injection model that calcu1i~tes the

equivalent solid' body formed by the injectant vapor follows the general approach

described by ESC0 in Reference 18. A number of modifications have been made,

however, to include the effect of variable free-stream conditions, and to improve

the vaporization rate and drag coefficient. Further work is required to properly

evaluate the coupling effects between .he free stream, vapor, and droplets, and

to include the effects of liquid-jet penetration.

Since the injectant io assumed to break up into droplets immediately on

entering the nozzle, the first step in the present model is the calculation of

the mean 'size droplet trajecbory. By considering the droplets along the trajectory

as a line source of mass, the distribution of vapor is then found by assuming a

semicircular cross-section.

To determine the diameter of the mean size droplet, an empirical relation

derived by Ingebo and Foster for injection of a liquid perpendicular to a

subsonic free stream is used. The free stream conditions are taken as those

behind a normal shock lobated at the injector.

d0 (w 0.25 g ___ 0.25

r. = 3.9 _2_ d(nt V dI

or 0.25

9I %d 3V(Aldo = , ?i/~11 v~ )('
This relation was considered more realistic than the well-namown Nukiyama-Tanasawa

ex ression l, which was derived for injection parallel to the freestream and includes

no effect of the port diameter.

Page 1
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YI11/II-i -
\U00

The equation of motion for a single particle or droplet can be written as

... 0

or ;" :3pd=;=pc -., -,.d2 r rbewe

thrrlaiv veoct bewe h rpes1 fre-te

CD T()r 21 = -- -. 2rd I r (Av3l

foor<(erl "

tu

h The eatie of otion isr assdle tobe proort ionlt the swrfcen a

dVi

Pag 2

dt ()02)

o vr vrg (L d

the -ra ofcet faorizceationasg, oe andrto!t the Renl surfbased one

ofthe aieveorybtwe hroplets aorre-tem

CD 2 (r'e) drg27 -a
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An expression for this vapo::ization rate-is given in Reference 46 for
quasi-steady-state evaporation of a spherical droplet in a stagnant atmosphere,

2kv InL Vl + Too -T~q
.o - 2 Xv cp 1 + L (A5)

An-empirical correction can be made to this equation to make it applicabl1
146for fluid motion with respect to the droplet,

1/2 1/3
p= p (1 + 0.276 Re Pr ) (A6)

To arrange the trajectory equations into their final forms, eguation (Ak)

is first rewritten as

d a- (A7)

Writing equation (A2) in component form, and substituting equation (Ak)

into it gives:

du 3 P__ 00)x
(u - u) 2  -p d (A8)

dv 3 Poo Ccy (A9)
= v2 PL -d

Equations (A7), (A$), and (A9) form a set of simultaneous ordinary

differential equations to be solved for the droplet radius, rd, and the droplet

velocity componentsu and v as a function of time. t.
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To describe the actual droplet trajectory, the iollowin,3 two equatious

are then needed,

x = udt (AIo)

After determining the droplet trajectory, the next step is the calculation
of the body formed by the vapor. Thae mass of vapor generated per drop in an

interval dE along the droplet trajectory is

fm 7rr 2drd  (A12)P-m OL d d

Substituting equation (Ai) into the above expression gives

It _
-= rP r= !P

dt Ld
and

dm dm, at 27r PL rdP ()

The total number of droplets per unit time entering the nozzle is

WSf N= (A4)

Multiplying equation (A13) by equation (A14) gives the total mass of vapor
per unit time generated in the interval d ,

The t d VI5)
= _ 3V d

1 4
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Since the droplet trajectories are .y close to the wall, as shown in

Figure Althe droplets are assumbd to form a :in.t source lying along the nozzle

wall. The vapor thus forms a half-body of revolution also lying along the wall.

Vo

UV -T

dx:

The zadial velocity of the vapor at the surface of the body due to the

line source is

V I dw 1 d* A6P 7rR dx Pv 7rR " d4=PV v V v

and the slope of the vapor body is

- I v Voo(A0
d~v v (A17)

dx Uo
" q

1NESCO in Reference 17 shows by a Taylor series expansion in pv

that at the body surface

rv 0 P oo (A18)

6v

Page 5
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Therefore, substituting equations (A16) and (A18) into (A37) gives

dRv 1 1 d* D
dy 0 0 ________ ctAw

and with equation (A15)

3 s  rd P ...
2RvIR __ dx

-H PCU0 ro3V(A03 Vd

Equations (AT) through (All) and equation (A20) constitute 6 equations for

the 6 unknowns U., dx y, rd, and RVas fanctions of the independent variable t.

Since this is a "marching type" problem, the equations can be put into finite-

difference form, which allows the numerical solution to advance from given initial

values at successive discrete intervals of time.

As an example of the procedure used for deriving the finite difference

equations, equation (A8) is integrated across a given interval in the following

manner.

un du -U)2  3 P-)p ( D )x  1r( r ' n  (A"

du 3drd (A21)

Un I  (r
n-l d n-i

where the quantities Poo, Uo, (C) x' and-T arf- taken as constant average

values in each interval. The above equation can then be integrated to give

1 3J-0 T u -n n -zn

(A22)or

un:U-x. -l . .()x (rd) -(

U0 - PL n- 1

Page 6
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The other finite difference equations can be derived in a similar manner,
and are listed below

[2

S(r dn = [(rd) l - (t n tn )] 1/2A 
3

vn = i + _ 1 [( - (rd) (24)n Vn -1i P L . [r -. , n

u + u n_1 (-I
x = xn-1  + . 2 (tn - tn-)

Xv +Vn-i (tn tn~l) (A26)Xn =Yn-1 2n n-

ii 1/2

2 3 ) + (rd)

n n n-i

(A-7)

where V1/2

Id

The initial values used (@t = C) are

S"U = -V sin P
1 0 Li

1 v = VL cos Yo (A2.8)

x =yo = (R V) =0

do
r 2

where do is calculated by equation (Al)

Page 7
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For the solution, an iteratioa technique is used in which the"values for -

, UcO , T, and (C-- for the first pass in a given interval, take'

the form

After the first pass through equations (A22) (AT), a new value-is given to .7=

reatfy This procedure continues until successive values calculated foru

ts the following criterion -

n I-!

al =~ ~ - L ol(A30)

The converged values of the dependent variables, An; are then frsed as the initial

values, A(n-l) for the next interval to continue the solntion.

This solution has been programmed for the vE25 computer and takes

approximately 5 minutes per run. This program requires the following inpt:

1. Propellant Properties

a) c , ratio of specific heats

Th :: :i Gas Constant, (ft-lbfplbm- R)

c) Pc, Chamber Pressure, (psia)

d) Tc Chamber Temperature, (OR)

Page 8
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2. Injectant Prope ties

La) P Liquid Density, (2bm/ 3)

b) VL- Liquid Kinematic viscosity, (ft /sec)

c) a[,V Liquid Surface Tension, (lbm/ft)

d) X 9 Vapor Thermal Conductivity, (BTU/sec-ft-°R)

e) L v Latent Heat of Vaporization, (BTU/lbm)

f) TL, Boiling Temperature, (0 R)

g) Cp, Vapor Specific Heat, (BTU/lbm-R)

3. - Injector Parameters

a) Ws, injectant mass flow rate, (ibm/sec.)

b) T , injection angle (degrees)

c) di, Port diameter, (in.)

d) PIJ Injection pressure, (psia)

e) CW. Port Discharge Coefficient

i-.* Table of Free Stream Mach Numbers vs. X.

Page 9
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The method of characteristics has long been recognized as a faluable method

4 for solving hyperbolic partial differential equations, and has been used extensively

for compressible, inviscid, sapersonic flow field solutions. 1athematically this

method transforms par uial differential equations that describe the flow over the

entire flow field to ordinary differential equations which apply only along
9w

characteristic lines in two-dimensional flow, or characteristic surfaces in three-

dimensional flow. The general theory of the method of characteristics and the

actual derivation of these ordinary differential equations, sometimes called

compatibility equations, will not be discussed here, but can be found in a number
47 48 r49of texts, such as Courant and Friedrichs P Ferri . and Shapiro

Since the flow field for LITVC, as shown in Figure 35, will include curved

shocks, the flow behind the shocks will be rotational, i.e., the entropy wil2 be

constant along a given streamline, but will vary from one streamline to the other.

From Shapiro, for rotational axisymmetric flow, the characteristic lines are the
MIach lines, described by the equations,

tN = tan (6e+a) (Bl)
I

() : tan e- (B2)

I J

I Characteristic

r

Velocity Vector

x

J Characteristic

Page 1
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and the compatibility eqaations applicable along these lines are .

cot a (dV)1  + sin e 0 .t(dr)I s cosC (ds) = 0 (B3)

I Ve~ siF;" 'r_

sin 9 sine (dr sin acos_ a
co' + V (dV) 3 J n (ds) -0 (B4)

(de)j + - --- ain(G-a) r s7aoa(dR ~

The subscript I denotes the left-running characteristic and the subscript

J the right-running characteristic. It is usually more convenient to work in

terms of Mach Number, M, and flow angle, E, and the above equations can be transformed

to these two variables through the following relations:

sin (B5)

and for adiabatic flow

V i--l M2) dM (6
V + 2

Using these relations, and the corresponding expressions 
for cosC( and

tan C, equations (Bl) through (B4) take the following form:

(_ sin_ -_i + cosO (B7)

! cos - - sine

in 6 rsin4V7 e _ - cose (B8)

j cos eVI - 1 + sin e

_%1 I  (dM) I sin e (dr)1  (B)1 l~M)11snv 2 l oe(de)i 1  (da)- - sie(:) nO

M sin8 4Y£d + cos er

(d e) (B9

(1 + l b?) =0sin O - Cos

2

'(d) =yPage E
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The numerical solution of these equations covers the entire flow field

through a combination of three baiic solutions - the interior point, boundary'

point, and shock point.

1. Interior Point Solution

' M

3 M3

,n2 M

a2
2'

Given M, G, and s, as well as the cooriinates x and y, at two initial

points, the solution can be extended to a thir. point located at the intersection

of the characteristics of opposite families from the original two points. Actually,

the characteristics are curved for a non-uniform flow .field, but are approximated

by straight lines between successive points with a slope based upon the average

of the flow properties at each point. Thus, for accuracy, the size of the

characteristic net should be kept relatively small.

For the step-by-step solution to this "marching" problem, equations (B7)

through (Blo) must first be put into finite difference form. Using the notation

• in the above figure,

-2r 3 - r2  sin ei L +cos (B1l)

I3 -2 cos e I -1 -sineI

Page 3
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r sin 0j - cos 9ITVi r (B12)

C o s K - 1 s i s n 2 (r 3

M(33 -M[ ) + sin co 2(r 2)

" -. (1r +r -
[778V4 1i

( - s = 0 (B13)

(M V] si [ j 2(r .r)

"1 and denote average values along the I characteristic between points 2

- and 3.' while~ G and 14 are average values along the 3 characteristic between 1 and
3.

An additional equation is required to permit a solution for the five unknowns

x 3 , r 3 ,M 3 , and @3 and s3 . By appropriately interpolating between points 1 and 2 to
locate the strea+line passing through point 3, s can be expressed in terms of

Iand s2  Following the approach of Saio ,and again referring to the last sketch,
normals to the streamline through 3 can be drawn from points along the characteristics.

Since the entropy can change only along the normals, the change in entropy along the

I characteristic can be expressed as

ii(ds)i= £ (an) I  (2.5)

Page ii
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sin 1

where (tn)1 = - (dr)= (dr)1  (B15)si sin + o

The normal entropy gradient can be approximated by the difference in ent-roipy

of points 1 and 2 divided by the distance between the streamlines throug 1 and 2

measured along the normal to the stream line through 3, or

f
ds_. S 2 _ . -'2 (B)

dn ri + (B16)'

(x3  xl ) sin . (x3 - x2 ) sin a1

Cos -Cos +

Therefore, substituting equation (B16) into (B15), transforming to the vari-

ables M and @, and writing the result in finite difference form gives:
s Sl - 2

s3 -2 F (x 3 l-x) (x3 -x2 ) 7
Cos 2 1 + sin 9 Cos 1 si

i rr(B17)
sin - - Cos @I

Equation (B17) added to equations (Bll) through (B14) constitute the complete

set of simultaneous equations to be solved for x3, r 3 , M3,9 ' and s3 ,

This solution proceeds in the following manner:

a. Setting j = 42, -=2' = M' " = 91' equations (BI-) and (B12)

are solved simultaneously for x3 and r3

b. Equation (B17) is solved for s3*

c. Equations (B13) and (BI4) are solved simultaneously for 113 and 9.

o2 + M _ '% ,and9 , +9
d. Now setting M 2 +  M 23  9 2 +- 1 3= 2 1 2 2

Page 5
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Equations (Bll) and (B12) are again solved for new values of x3 and r

Steps b, c, and d are repeated until successive values of M satisfy the
3

following criterion:

I(M3 - (M3 )nl < .0001

The total pressure at point 3 is a function of the entropy at 3 and the

total pressure and entropy at some reference station

I778(s - s 3 )1
Pt 3 =P Exp [R (B18)

For the LITVC flow field solution, Pto is taken as the chamber pressure

and so is set equal to zero. The static pressure can now be calculated from the

isentropic pressure ratio based upon Pt, which is constant along the streamline

through point 3.

2_Y
P3 = Pt 3 (1 + 1 2__ 14 3 )1-Y (Bl9)

2. Boundary Point Solution

j+1

0D

J 2 2. 1

I

Page 6
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In the LITVC flow field solution, the pressure must be calcuiated along

the solid boundary formed by the vapor body and forward separation region.

Knowing the flow properties at two points, along an upstream I characteristic,

and x, r, 9, and s at the solid boundary point, the Mach number at 1 can be calcu-

lated by the following procedure.

a. The initial values for M, and 43 are set equal to 2 2 4

it + 4 - 9 3 - 1 + 9 3b. Setting = 2 2 ' - i
MgI1  2 "p1 2 'J 2 Jazi29

point 3 is located by solving equations (Bll) and (B12) as in the interior point

solution.

c. 43 93 and s are calculated by linearly interpolating along the I

characteristic between points 2 and 4, i.e.

2(x3 - x2)(4- )
M 3 = M2 +  3 2 (144 - 142 )

N x2)

d. Equation (B1) can now be solved directly for 11, and steps b, c,

and d repeated until successive values of 141 satisfy the criterion

I(ln - oy n-ll O0

The static pressure can then be calculated with equations (B18) and (B19).

3. Shock Point Solution

M2
I M
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For a given Mach number before an oblique shock, M1, and-a given flow

deflection, b, through the shock, the Mach number behind the shock, M2, the shock

angle, P, with respect to MI, and the entropy rise across the shock, s2 - S, can

be calculated with the following relations:

+ 1__ 1 2-I
cot =(7+ i ' l -1) tan (B)

p 1 2 t2 2  (B20)

2 s in(S ["2 n 2

-'= -B'-+ 2 -l
-~ ~ 1 +- - 1 tan(22

s i F -6 - t inF__ _ 21B1

RyR L 2 2 y 1'
+Y-i in F + -i

(y + )14 sin2 e

, GCRARACTERICTIC iN FCINT r 1' 6.

B

CA 2 ICHAACIERIS-IIC IN FWNT4
OA, A

/ "\T

q !_________ CUAR C1IIABCTER-~ ~IS C'(Pf.K

/ - i CHARACTERISTIC BEHINDI SNCCK

• \
TV CC 14s A. Z.C ISgIC P,--!:rO.
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STo calculate the shock point B, the flow-properties must be known at poit E

in front of the shock, at point A both in from of (AI) and behind (A) the shock,'

and at point D on the same J characteristic behind the shock as A2. The following

procedure is then used:

a. The imaginary point F is calculated with the interior point solution

using the properties at E and Al.

b. For 6 = 9A2 - GA1 and M1 = MA1, the shock angle at A, A' is calculated

with equation (B20) using an iterative procedure.

c. Point B is located at the intersection of the J characteristic between

E and F and the shock extended from A at the angle (eA + 9A1 ) with the horizontal.

d. At B, the flow properties in front of the shock (Bl) are calculated by

interpolating between E and F.

e. From Equation (B20) with M1 = 14B, and S = PAE 5 B is calculated, and

B2 Bi + B 2 is calculated from equation (B21) and SB2 from equation (B22).
f. FBA+D - 0A2 sB D

f2 aMDMj2= 2 , equations

(Bll) and (B12) are used to find point C.

g. The flow properties at C are found by interpolating between A2 and D.

'B 2 +MC 0B2 QC
=h. For = 2 " = 2 equations (Bll) and (B12) are again

used to find a new point C.

Si. Steps g and h are repeated until I, (MC)n (MC)n-I I < OO00l

Page 9
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j. Equation (B13) is used to calculate a new value for 9B2' which is

K. averaged with the last value to calculate a new b

k. The shock angle at B, SB is calculated with Equation (B20) for
M l= MBIlmnd =

1 1.. A new point B is located by extending the shock from A now at the
angle A+ B + G to the horizontal and intersecting the J characteristicangl Al

9between E and F.

m. Steps d through 1 are repeated until successive values of MB2 satisfy

the criteri- 1( n - (w 2)n-l < .0001.

Once the flow properties at B2 are found, they are used, along with the

properties at D, to find a new interior point and continue the solution.

The th'.ee basic point solutions just described have been combined into a

computer program for the IBM 7094, which takes less than 1 minute per case for a

typical flow field. The input required for this program is M, Q, s. x, and r at

a number of points in front of the shock, and 0, s, x and r at points along the

lower boufidaxy. Te logic followed by the program is:

a. Calculate the shock point;

b. Continue the solution by calculating interior points along the J

'' -  characteristic from the shock point until the lower boundary or last I character-

istic is reached;

c. Calculate the next lower boundary point, if there is one, and the

interior point at the intersection of the I characteristic from the boundary

rpoint with the J characteristic being computed.
f

Page 10
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d. Repeat 4, b, and c until all the initial points in front of the

shock a-re used.

Figure Bi compares the shock shape and pressure distribution calculated

by this program with experimental data. Very good correlation has beefnobtained.

.e
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f~

(Ref. NASA TN D-1436, pp 28 &3O)
4T .. • .-
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